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In 2020, proactive central bank efforts, including
quantitative easing (QE) and purchase programs aimed
at supporting credit market liquidity, played a major role
in stabilizing and improving the trajectory of fixed income
markets. We believe that these activities will continue to
be a substantial factor as we look forward to 2021.
The US Fed, for example, is likely to maintain its policy rate at (or near) zero indefinitely as it
seeks to achieve its desired outcomes of lower unemployment and higher inflation. In general,
we expect continued central bank intervention will keep yields rangebound at historic lows,
and for central banks’ demonstrated willingness to purchase mortgages and corporate credit
to continue to act as a stabilizing factor for credit markets. In this environment, investors will
increasingly turn their attention away from government debt to fixed income offerings that
provide more substantial yields.
Another force that is likely to influence fixed income decision making in 2021 is the secular bear
market that we expect to take shape for the US dollar. Those expectations were reinforced by
the Biden victory and the clear prospect of Congressional gridlock (depending on the outcome of
two Senate runoff elections in January). A Biden administration is likely to be both more friendly
to global trade and more stable, reducing the risk of a downward-spiraling trade war. These
benefits for global trade will translate into a disadvantage for the dollar, although pandemicrelated uncertainty and high levels of market stress have so far supported relatively high USD
valuations. Those high valuations, paired with very low yields for the currency, are generating
substantial pressure on USD to revert to fair value.
With this background in mind, we offer a few key points for fixed income investors to consider
in 2021:
We prefer investment grade corporate credit, where US Fed and European Central Bank
(ECB) buying programs have been effective in compressing spreads. The mere signal
that central banks are willing to purchase corporate bonds has had a stabilizing effect on fixed
income markets. Since the March announcement of the Fed’s Primary and Secondary Market
Corporate Credit Facility programs, spreads have tightened dramatically — despite the very
small volume of actual Fed purchases (see Figure 1).

While the immediate future of the Corporate Credit Facilities has been called into question by
the US Treasury’s recent decision to let the programs expire on December 31, 2020, we believe
this to be a temporary setback and that the incoming Biden administration will likely reinstate the
program. The benefits of the program in terms of supporting functioning credit markets are well
documented, and the regulatory and legal framework has already been built to support it. In the
meantime, the ECB continues to implement its QE activities through the purchase of corporate
credit, and the Fed (as distinct from the US Treasury) has already sent a strong signal through its
2020 actions that it stands by to support credit markets if necessary.
Other asset classes favored by central banks, such as US agency mortgage-backed securities,
are also likely to benefit from the positive technical effect created by the presence of a large
buyer in the form of the ECB’s buying program, and by these strong signals of central bank
support more generally. The tidal wave of corporate issuance in 2020 has served to strengthen
balance sheets; this, combined with the likely support of the Fed in the event of an economic
disruption, translates to a favorable outlook for investment grade credit through 2021. Although
high yield credit also offers spread potential, we are more cautious with respect to high yield,
given the current point in the cycle and rising default risk.
It’s also important to note that, due to the significant drop in yields, hedging costs for investors
globally have come down substantially. The hedged yield pickup across US corporates therefore
should be particularly attractive for overseas investors.

Figure 1
Central Bank Buying
Programs Exerted a
Substantial Stabilizing
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Source: US Department of the Treasury, as of August 31, 2020. “PMCCF” represents the Fed’s Primary Market Corporate
Credit Facility; “SMCCF” represents the Fed’s Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility.

In light of a potential bear market in the US dollar, emerging market (EM) currencies
are poised to outperform; local-currency EM debt presents a particularly appealing
opportunity. EM local-currency real yields are above long-term averages and remain attractive,
particularly when compared with US real yields, which have recently turned quite negative (see
Figure 2). As we look to 2021 and beyond, and toward a more permanent recovery enabled
by a medical solution to the crisis, the US is likely in a better position to recover more rapidly
compared with emerging markets. Under those conditions, US real yields should normalize
from their current negative levels, narrowing the gap in real yields with emerging markets. This
would lead to the relative outperformance of EM bonds, with the potential for a further tailwind
from currency.
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Figure 2
EM Local-Currency Real
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, JPMorgan, as of September 30, 2020. For illustrative purposes only.

Meanwhile, EM currency valuations currently reflect the short-term stress of a building wave of
COVID-19 infections. If we take a one- to two-year view, however, and consider prospects for
a durable economic recovery, we believe that those prospects have yet to be priced into EM
currencies. Indeed, EM currencies are currently priced at one of the steepest discounts we’ve
seen in two decades, relative to the US dollar. Given our secular bear outlook on the dollar overall,
local-currency debt will be attractive for investors in the coming year.
China will warrant particular attention from fixed income investors in 2021, with very high
yields and a steady schedule of capital flows expected via inclusion in bond markets by
2029. China’s bond market exhibits relatively low correlation with other asset classes, with a risk
profile that matches developed market bonds and supportive technicals, driven by inclusion in
bond indexes. As a result, Chinese fixed income assets may have much to offer investors over
the next year, not just because of the potential for yield pickup, but also because we see room
for appreciation.
As we look forward to 2021, quantitative easing and other central bank actions will doubtless
exert a substantial influence on fixed income markets. At the same time, we believe other forces
— including the increasingly urgent prospect of a secular bear market for the US dollar — will
also become increasingly influential in 2021. Against this backdrop, we favor fixed income assets
that are set to benefit from central banks’ stabilizing efforts, and we encourage fixed income
investors to consider the opportunities presented by emerging markets and, in particular, China.
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Important Information
The information provided does not constitute
investment advice as such term is defined
under the Markets in Financial Instruments
Directive (2014/65/EU) or applicable Swiss
regulation and it should not be relied on as such.
It should not be considered a solicitation to buy
or an offer to sell any investment. It does not
take into account any investor’s or potential
investor’s particular investment objectives,
strategies, tax status, risk appetite or
investment horizon. If you require investment
advice you should consult your tax and financial
or other professional advisor. All material has
been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. There is no representation or warranty
as to the accuracy of the information and State
Street shall have no liability for decisions based
on such information.
The views expressed in this material are the
views of State Street Global Advisors through
November 19, 2020 and are subject to change
based on market and other conditions. This
document contains certain statements that
may be deemed forward-looking statements.
Please note that any such statements are not
guarantees of any future performance and
actual results or developments may differ
materially from those projected.
The trademarks and service marks referenced
herein are the property of their respective
owners. Third-party data providers make no
warranties or representations of any kind
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relating to the accuracy, completeness or
timeliness of the data and have no liability
for damages of any kind relating to the use
of such data.
Investing involves risk including the risk of loss
of principal.
The whole or any part of this work may not be
reproduced, copied or transmitted or any of its
contents disclosed to third parties without
SSGA’s express written consent.
Bonds generally present less short-term risk
and volatility than stocks, but contain interest
rate risk (as interest rates raise, bond prices
usually fall); issuer default risk; issuer credit risk;
liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These effects are
usually pronounced for longer-term securities.
Any fixed income security sold or redeemed
prior to maturity may be subject to a substantial
gain or loss.
Investing in high yield fixed income securities,
otherwise known as “junk bonds”, is considered
speculative and involves greater risk of loss
of principal and interest than investing in
investment grade fixed income securities.
These lower-quality debt securities involve
greater risk of default or price changes due to
potential changes in the credit quality of
the issuer.
There are risks associated with investing in Real
Assets and the Real Assets sector, including
real estate, precious metals and natural
resources. Investments can be significantly
affected by events relating to these industries.
Investing in foreign domiciled securities may
involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable
fluctuation in currency values, withholding
taxes, from differences in generally accepted
accounting principles or from economic or
political instability in other nations. Investments
in emerging or developing markets may be more
volatile and less liquid than investing in
developed markets and may involve exposure
to economic structures that are generally less
diverse and mature and to political systems
which have less stability than those of more
developed countries.
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